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Foreword

The plainness of Depression: An Introduction as a title belies the freshness, rigour, and creative synthesis of up-to-date thinking in this book.
Both broad and deep in perspective, it offers a succinct examination
of the origins of depression as an outcome of genetic and attachmentbased developmental patterns in a social, cultural, and economic context. Barbara Dowds does justice to the complexity of depression as a
multi-faceted phenomenon and articulates the typical triggers and patterns that occur over the lifespan. This lays the ground for rich clinical
illustration of the flexible holistic skills needed to work with anxious and
depressed clients.
The book’s coherence comes from Dowds’ integration of extensive
clinical experience and thorough knowledge of current research. The
real achievement of the book is to bring so much knowledge into a clear
discussion without ever over-simplifying the issues. Social and political
change, environmental risks, and even the state of gut flora are linked to
the overall model.
Rarely do we read about depression in a way that takes into account
and balances childhood origins of depression with triggers in adult life
that stretches to include vast social, political, and technological change.
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FOREWORD

I applaud the urgency, specificity, and prescience of Dowds’ reflections
on our current political and social climate and its impact on mental
health.
Depression: An Introduction is a great primer for students of therapy
as well as experienced practitioners who want to grasp how depression is
now understood from the consensus of interdisciplinary thinking covering medical, neuroscientific, attachment-based, psychoanalytic, bodycentred, and humanistic research and theory.
This is a truly fascinating read and will be of great interest to anyone
who really wants to understand what depression is.
Roz Carroll
Co-editor with Jane Ryan of What is Normal?
Psychotherapists Explore the Question (Confer, 2020)

Preface

Do we really need another book on depression? I believe there is a place
for an introduction that pulls together some of the more specialised
work on the topic, presents an overview of the causes, and discusses
how practitioners can tackle some of the challenges of treating this most
recalcitrant and painful of conditions. Depression is very common and
increasing; the scientific basis of our knowledge is constantly expanding; what we think of as a single malady in fact has multiple aetiologies;
what are categorised as different psychopathologies are turning out to
be genetically related; moreover, depression repeats in episodes which
become increasingly resistant to treatment. Finally—and most relevant
in a book for psychotherapists—depression is notoriously difficult to
work with. While CBT is touted as the treatment of choice and indeed is
effective in the short term, its impact is rapidly lost after treatment ceases.
This is hardly surprising, since its aim is relief of symptoms rather than
tackling the underlying relational and developmental problems. Most of
the literature on counselling and psychotherapy for depression comes
from a CBT orientation, so there is a case for a broader perspective that
engages with both the blocks to treatment and what form longer-term
solutions might take.
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PREFACE

Chapter 1 contains an overview of evolutionary theories, diagnostic criteria, demographics, and depression through the lifespan. The
remainder of Part I examines the causes, course, and consequences of
depression in terms of a biological perspective (Chapters 2 and 3); and
environmental/developmental contributions (Chapter 4).
Part II focuses on psychotherapeutic approaches. Examined are:
what the client can learn from their depression (Chapter 5); blocks
to therapeutic engagement and ways of working with such resistance
(Chapter 6); psychodynamic/relational approaches for insecure attachment, loss, fragile self, as well as body psychotherapies for working with
stress and trauma (Chapter 7); and a case study (Chapter 8). To conclude, there are some Final Thoughts around the theme of hope.

